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Abstract

Some of the political choices of low socioeconomic status (SES) individuals are considered
puzzling or even concerning. Low SES individuals are particularly likely to vote for far right
parties  and to not  participate  politically  at  all;  and many of  them vote  for  conservative
parties thought to counter their material interests.  This paper provides a framework to study
the political choices of low SES as the outcome of coping with the self-esteem and shame
threats emerging from their low status. The basis of the framework is recent evidence on the
shame and self esteem implications of low SES in everyday social encounters. Building on
different  strands  of  literature,  I  distil  four  stylized  strategies  to  cope  with  these  threats:
“Problem-focused”, “meaning-focused”, “withdrawal”, and “aggression” coping. I argue
that  these  coping  strategies  can  result  in  different  political  behaviors,  namely  left
redistributive vote, non-class based vote, vote abstention and far-right vote, respectively, and
review evidence on political science and social psychology supporting this connection.  The
framework can integrate several existing theories explaining different political choices of low
SES  individuals  and  provide  new  insights  on  the  study  of  populism  and  political  non-
participation.  The  paper  tentatively  considers  potential  factors  that  may  lead individuals
facing the same threat to adopt these different coping styles.

1. Introduction

During the last decades, Western countries have witnessed a rise of far right parties and a
decline  in  turnout.  For  different  reasons,  these  trends  have  been  viewed  as  potentially
threatening to the health of liberal democracy  (Norris 2002; Betz 2005). The recent shock
victories  of  the “Brexit”  referendum in the UK, of Donald Trump in the US presidential
elections, and the arrival of a far right party in the German Parliament for the first time since
WWII have added a new level of urgency to these concerns(Arzheimer 2016; Golder 2016;
Gallego 2014).

Individuals with low socioeconomic status (SES) are at the center of these concerns. There is
evidence that people of relatively low SES are more likely than high SES to vote for populist
1 I would like to thank Eva Wegner, Harold Kinkaid, Dennis Spies and Laura Taylor, and the participants of 
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far right parties and not to vote at all . Low SES individuals thus appear particularly prone to
undertake political choices considered potentially socially harmful. In addition, some of the
political choices low SES individuals tend to undertake political appear to be harmful for
themselves.  There  is  a  long  standing  perplexity  at  the  substantial  support  of  low  SES
individuals  for  conservative  parties,  thought  to  defend  opposed  material  interests  (Frank
2007).  In  addition,  vote  abstention  reduces  the  poor’s  political  representation  and  the
likelihood  that  favorable  pro-poor  policies  get  implemented  (Pacheco  and  Plutzer  2008;
Gallego 2014).

Why do low SES individuals undertake these types of political  behavior? What motivates
people with relatively low SES to vote for populist far right parties, for conservative parties,
and to not vote at all, while yet others vote for traditional left parties? This paper proposes a
framework to study the political behavior of low SES individuals as the result of strategies to
cope with the consequences of low status on self-esteem and shame.  The framework uses
different literatures from psychology to distill  major strategies to cope with these threats:
“problem-focused”, “meaning-focused”, “withdrawal” and “aggression” coping. I argue that
these stylized strategies, in turn, can lead to the types of behavior that low SES individuals
tend to  undertake,  namely:  left  vote,  non-class  vote,  non-participation,  and far-right  vote,
respectively. 

There is an enormous amount of literature that touches upon these questions.  However, the
literature  is  generally  fragmented  along  two  dimensions,  and  this  fragmentation  severely
limits our ability to understand the fundamental drivers (or motives) of the political choices of
low SES individuals. First, the literature is fragmented in terms of topic, as the literatures on
far-right support (now focused more generally on “populism”), on political participation, and
on  non-class  vote  have  mostly  developed  in  isolation from each  other.  Each  strand  has
provided potential explanations for why low SES individuals may undertake such choice. But
the isolation of the different strands of literature makes it difficult to grasp why low SES
individuals make so different political choices. An example of this is the emphasis on relative
deprivation  to  explain  far  right  support  by  low  SES  individuals.  While  such  type  of
explanation is compelling and has received empirical support in the literature (see Gest, Reny,
and Mayer 2017 for a recent contribution) it begs the question of why abstention and left
party support is much more prevalent among the relatively deprived than voting for far right
parties. As recently compellingly argued by (Mols and Jetten 2017), the link between relative
deprivation and far right support is not automatic, and we need a framework to study the
variety of political responses to it.

A second dimension along which the literature has been fragmented is in terms of behavioral
approach, with some emphasizing rational choice/ material interests and others emphasizing
psychological/ cultural forces. Both perspectives have their strengths and limitations. A sole
emphasis on rationality and material interests overlooks the accumulated evidence on the role
of cognitive biases, emotions, and psychological needs for the formation of political attitudes
and behavior  (Lerner et al. 2015; Jost et al. 2003). Psychological approaches (such as those
based on Social  Dominance  Orientation,  or  Right  Wing Authoritarianism in  the  far  right
literature, or those based on personality traits in the political participation literature), tend to
place less attention to the socioeconomic dimension of political  behavior. A framework is
needed that can bridge the material - psychological divide to fully understand the political
behavior of low SES individuals. 
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The framework proposed in this paper seeks to provide a step towards addressing these two
limitations. First, instead of focusing separately on each of the different political choices and
asking  what  may be  the  role  of  SES for  each  of  these  choices,  this  framework  focuses
squarely on the experiences of low SES individuals and the implications of these experiences
for  behavior.  This  allows  for  considering  the  different  political  choices  jointly,  and  for
addressing the question of who among those with low SES is prone to undertake a particular
political choice. Second, this framework can help bridging the material-psychological divide
by allowing for  the possibility that  poor  people  sometimes do follow their  pure material
interests and sometimes are motivated by emotional needs. 

The basis for this framework is recent evidence that low SES is associated with psychological
experiences relevant for behavior. Recent studies from various disciplines from psychology to
social policy, have documented the inextricable association between low SES and stressful
self-esteem and shame threats in everyday social encounters. The shame literature argues that
shame and social status are so strongly linked that the very emotion of shame may be an
evolutionary response to the need to signal low status. The literature on the psychology of
status provides evidence that SES is a powerful dimension of social interaction that generates
experiences  of  rank  in  everyday  social  encounters  (Kraus,  Tan,  and  Tannenbaum 2013).
Recent  work  on  social  policy  shows  intercultural  evidence  that  poverty  is  universally
associated with shame over and above the degree of absolute material deprivation (Walker et
al. 2013). Social status threats are highly stressful: of different types of stressors, those that
devalue  social  status  appear  to  generate  a  particularly  strong  biological  stress  reaction
(Dickerson and Kemeny 2004). 

Low SES individuals, of course, are not simply passive facing the stress from shame and self-
esteem threat, but attempt to “cope” with them in a variety of ways. The conceptual apparatus
of the psychology literature on stress,  appraisal,  and coping  (Lazarus  and Folkman 1984;
Lazarus 1991) can serve as a starting point to understand such behavior. Its core ideas have
been fruitfully applied by the social psychology literature on discrimination to shed light on
the behavior of the stigmatized (Major and O’brien 2005).

This paper brings the stress/ coping perspective to the study of political behavior, focusing on
the stress emerging from self-esteem/ shame threat.2 Separate strands of literature, on stress/
coping  (Lazarus and Folkman 1984), on  self-esteem  (vanDellen et al. 2011) and on  shame
(Nathanson 1994) emphasize different strategies to cope with threats. I argue that there is
considerable overlap between the main types of coping strategy considered by these diverse
literatures  and  consolidate  these  into  a  few stylized  coping  strategies.  I  argue  that  these
stylized strategies, in turn, translate into the types of behavior that low SES individuals tend to
undertake. 

The  stress  literature  argues  that  coping  can  be  “problem-focused”  or  “emotion-focused”.
Problem-focused coping deals with the origin of the stress. In this case, this is the low income
of the individual and leads the individual to undertake political choices that maximize income.
This implies most clearly supporting left redistributive parties. In contrast, emotion-focused
coping deals with the emotion generated (or threatened) by the stressful encounter, in this case
the self-esteem threat. There are different ways of addressing this threat. One is to cognitively
reappraise the relation of the self  with the stressor to  render  oneself  less vulnerable to  it
(“meaning-focused”  coping).  This  can  be  done  by  redirecting  attention  from  one’s

2 This perspective is also used in a recent paper, Rico, Guinjoan, and Anduiza (2017), that studies the link 
between emotions and populist attitudes.
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socioeconomic status to other aspects of one’s identity or to features of the social system in
which one fits. This naturally translates into support for non-class based parties. This strategy
however, may fail, leading to the internalization of the threat, and to shame. Then, there are
two possible coping reactions: “aggression” or “withdrawal”. “Aggression” coping transforms
shame into anger by blaming others and is typically associated with derogation of outgroups
and thereby support for far right parties. “Withdrawal” entails a full internalization of shame
and a consequent reduction of social interaction that would lead to political non-participation.

I discuss in some detail how coping strategies translate into political behavior, supporting the
discussion with empirical evidence from studies in social psychology and political science.
Coping strategies vary from situation to situation, but individuals tend to develop a specific
coping style, which depends on personal dispositions as well as the basic characteristics of
one’s life situation. Because SES rank-relevant social encounters are so common in everyday
life, coping styles have implications for the type social and political messages one seeks to
embrace and avoid as well the type of social interactions one seeks or avoids. This, in turn,
shapes political attitudes and thereby political behavior. For example, for withdrawal coping, I
argue that such coping style reduces the motivation to participate politically by dampening
social interactions political interest. I then review empirical evidence showing that personality
traits  linked  to  a  withdrawal  coping  style  tend  to  be  negatively  related  to  political
participation. Obviously, the mapping between coping styles and political behaviors proposed
in  this  paper  is  not  thought  to  be deterministic.  Many factors  play a  role  in  determining
whether someone with a “withdrawal” coping style votes or not, including supply side factors.
The argument  here  is  that  different  coping styles  favor  an  openness  to  different  political
positions and socializing with different types of groups that can have implications for political
choices. 

Whereas  the framework emphasizes  a  one-to-one  mapping between coping strategies  and
political  choices,  I  discuss two specific potentially useful  departures from this one-to-one
mapping. First,  “meaning-focused” coping can also lead to non-participation when people
redirect their identity towards non-politicized identities. Second, aggression coping can lead
to (populist) left redistributive support when aggression is directed towards high status groups
(ex. elites) stereotyped as “non-warm” (Fiske 2015). This implies that there are two types of
left  voter  (problem-focused  and  aggression  “copers”),  and  two  types  of  non-participant
(meaning-focused and withdrawal “copers”) with different motivations and characteristics.

I tentatively discuss factors that can explain why some people, facing similar threats, adopt
different coping styles. I argue that the framework has the potential to accommodate different
types of explanatory factor. Coping styles may be determined by individual situational factors,
such as the sense of power/ efficacy, or by macro situational factors such as inequality, or by
individual dispositional factors, such as unstable self-esteem and narcissism. 

I believe that this framework has the potential to be advance our understanding of the political
behavior of low SES individuals. As it is, the framework delivers several useful insights. First,
it integrates different approaches and explanations provided in the literature on the political
behavior of low SES under a unified and coherent structure. It integrates the standard political
economic,  rational  choice,  approaches  of  demand for  redistribution  (Meltzer  and Richard
1981; Benabou and Ok 2001) as problem-focused coping. It also integrates prominent social
psychology theories  of  group  identity  such  as  Social  Identity  Theory’s  Social  Creativity
(Tajfel  and Turner  1979) as well  as  theories  of  “motivated social  cognition”,  such as  the
theory of System Justification (Jost and Banaji 1994), as types of meaning-focused coping. It
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also integrates theories used to explain far right support such as the Frustration-Aggression”
hypothesis  (Dollard  et  al.  1939;  Berkowitz  1989) as  aggression  coping.  Moreover,  the
framework integrates political behaviors observed in high income countries, such as support
for  the far  right,  with behaviors  observed in  medium and low income countries,  such as
clientelism. 

Second, the framework heeds to the criticism made by some in the populism literature  (see
Mudde 2010) towards psychological explanations of far right support.  Mudde 2010 argues
that psychological explanations such as “Right Wing Authoritarianism” (Adorno et al. 1950;
Altemeyer 1981) often portray support for these parties as “pathological” whereas in reality
the associated opinions and values are quite common and “normal” in Europe. This type of
argument has been influential in directing the populism literature towards supply side issues
and  arguably has  made psychological  explanations  suspect.  The  framework  in  this  paper
addresses this criticism while preserving an eminently psychological demand-based approach.
The key is that aggression coping reactions to self-esteem threat are not “pathological” but
“normal”. They are just one of the “standard” coping reactions to a self-esteem/ shame threat
that is ubiquitous in “normal” social interactions for individuals with low SES.

Third,  this  framework  can  generate  specific  insights  useful  for  the  current  literature  on
political behavior. For instance, a coping framework can provide a theoretical bases for the
growing literature on personality traits and political behavior. This literature has provided a
wealth  of  new empirical  findings  but  has  arguably  been  lacking  a  theoretical  basis.  The
framework in this paper can generate specific hypothesis for why different personalities ought
to be associated to different attitudes and political behaviors and explain findings such as the
role of neuroticism for far right support.

The paper  is  organized as  follows.  Section 2 provides  a  very brief  critical  review of  the
different topical strands of literature. Section 3 argues that low SES individuals experience
self-esteem and shame threats in everyday social interaction which are powerful motivators
for action. Section 4 distills four basic  coping strategies from different strands of literature
while section 5 maps these to the stylized political choices of low SES individuals. Section 6
provides some tentative thoughts on the factors that may determine which coping strategy is
chosen. Section 7 concludes.

2. Literature on the motives for the political choices of low SES indiviuals

The literature on far right voting and on political participation has provided explanations for
why the poor are particularly likely to undertake such choices. The starting point is typically a
rational  approach  that  assumes  political  behavior  follows  material  interests.  Thus,  a
prominent explanation for the poor’s support of far right parties centers on economic losses
suffered  by globalization  or  competition  from low skilled  immigrants  (Betz  1994;  Esses,
Jackson,  and  Armstrong  1998).  For  political  participation,  the  still  most  prominent
explanation focuses on the role of resources for political  participation  (Brady,  Verba,  and
Schlozman 1995). Participating in politics is costly in terms of time, effort and, in some cases,
money, and the poor are likely to have less resources to cover these.

Material interest type of explanations have been challenged in the literature and other types of
explanations, more psychological in nature, have become prominent. For far right vote, some 
empirical studies have concluded that “cultural” explanations explain the data better than pure
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“economic” ones (Inglehart and Norris 2016; Lucassen and Lubbers 2012; Oesch 2008). 
“Cultural” and psychological explanations for far right vote center on the threats to group 
identity that immigration and globalization entail, or on the perceived threats of trends 
towards individualistic and post-materialistic values in Western countries during the XXth 
century (Inglehart and Norris 2016; Kitschelt and McGann 1995). Thus, psychological 
predispositions towards outgroups or towards authority have been proposed as explanatory 
factors for populist support (Pettigrew 2017), such as having a “Social Dominance 
Orientation” (a measure of beliefs about the desirability of group hierarchies,(Sidanius and 
Pratto 2001), or a “Right Wing Authoritarian” personality (Adorno et al. 1950; Altemeyer 
1981). Correlations between such traits and far right vote have been found (see Pettigrew 
2017 and its references). In addition, other types of personality traits for populist vote and for 
anti-immigration attitudes have also been considered (Gallego and Pardos-Prado 2014).
For political  participation,  it  has long been acknowledged that  the act of voting does not
require  much  in  terms  of  resources,  and  therefore  psychological,  non-economic  types  of
explanations  have  been  brought  in.  Verba,  Schlozman,  and  Brady 1995,  in  their  seminal
analysis, already find that the effect of social class on voting seems to operate via political
interest, not directly via resources. Political psychologists have noted that beyond resources,
abilities and motivation matter for engaging in voting (Harder and Krosnick 2008). Prominent
motivational factors considered have been civic duty (Campbell, Gurin, and Miller 1954) and,
more recently, social pressure  (Gerber, Green, and Larimer 2008). The effect of personality
traits on political participation has also been studied (see Gerber et al. 2011 for a review).

The literature on non-class voting in Western countries has emphasized non-material factors
from the start. This is almost by construction, since the starting point of this literature has
been that voting for conservative parties goes against  the poor’s material self interest.  An
important psychology orientated theory explaining conservative vote has been the “motivated
social  cognition”  approach.  This  approach  argues  that  people  are  motivated  to  adopt
ideologies in order to fulfill psychological needs and that conservative ideologies can serve to
manage  fear  and  uncertainty  (Jost  et  al.  2003).  A prominent  example  of  this  is  system
justification theory, which posits that such “motivated social cognition” takes the form of a
fundamental motivation to justify and legitimize the system in which we live,  even when
disadvantaged by that very system (Jost and Banaji 1994; Jost, Banaji, and Nosek 2004). 

As the focus on psychological processes increases, however, the focus on poverty tends to
decrease. Indeed, survey articles on far right vote and turnout literature often organize their
literature reviews by separating the role of “demographic” factors such as income, and the
role of “psychological factors” or “attitudes” (Arzheimer 2016; Harder and Krosnick 2008).
This  is,  of  course,  a  convenient  organizational  choice,  but  it  illustrates  how material  and
psychological factors are often conceptually separated. A prominent approach combining a
material  and  a  psychological  focus  centers  on  the  idea  of  “relative  deprivation”.3 This
approach  has  become  very  popular  for  explaining  far  right  support,  combining  ideas  of
material deprivation with perceptions towards different outgroups and notions of frustration
and aggression from social psychology, as discussed below (Pettigrew et al. 2008; Gest, Reny,
and Mayer 2017; Mols and Jetten 2017). However, in an important recent contribution, Mols
and Jetten (2017) argue convincingly that relative deprivation does not automatically lead to
3 Another prominent way in which material and psychological perspectives are integrated is via education and

its implications for (cognitive) skills. The different strands of literature have all pointed at the possibility that
lack of skills can explain the “undesirable” or “puzzling” political behavior low SES individuals in terms of 
populist vote (Choma and Hanoch 2017), political participation (Brady, Verba, and Schlozman 1995; 
Sanborn and Thyne 2014), and non-class voting (Frank 2007 and references in De La O and Rodden 2008).
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“harsh attitudes” towards outgroups. Mols and Jetten (2017) go on to develop a framework
based on Social Identity Theory to understand when relative deprivation will and will not lead
to  the  formation  of  these  “harsh  attitudes”.  The  framework  proposed  in  this  paper  is  a
complementary attempt to develop such a framework, explicitly based on the appraisal/ stress/
coping of Lazarus and colleagues (Lazarus and Folkman 1984; Lazarus 1991) that targets non
only far right support, but also non-participation, left party support and support for non-class
based parties.

3. Social status, self-esteem, shame, and stress

3.1 Social status, self-esteem and shame

The points of departure of this framework are the related concepts of self-esteem and shame.
Self-esteem is a central concept in social psychology that captures the evaluation one makes
of oneself (self-worth). Shame is a negative emotion that emerges when one evaluates one’s
behavior as a failure relative to some standard. The determinant feature of shame is that such
failure is attributed to the global self, as opposed to a specific trait  or behavior  (M. Lewis
2000).  The  links  to  self-esteem are  then  obvious:  feelings  of  shame are  indeed  typically
accompanied by a sense of worthlessness (Tangney, Stuewig, and Mashek 2007). 

There is an inextricable link between social status and self-esteem/ shame. Self-esteem and
shame are both linked to interpersonal relations, and incorporate the perceived image that
others  have  of  us  (Baumeister  2010;  Lewis  2003,  respectvely).  Both  concepts  have
independently been denoted  a  “sociometer”,  i.e.  a  measure  of  how much one  is  socially
valued (Leary 2005; de Hooge 2014, respectively). Consistent with this idea, (Gruenewald et
al. 2004) experimentally show that situations when one is socially devalued lead to shame and
lowered self-esteem. Thus self-esteem and shame can be considered measures of social status:
i.e. of how much one is socially accepted and valued.

Even more fundamentally,  it  has been argued that  shame and pride are  emotions  evolved
precisely to signal social status and rank (Tracy et al. 2013; Steckler and Tracy 2014; Gilbert
1997, 2016). In other words, shame and status are so inextricably linked that the rationale for
humans to experience shame and pride is precisely to give information on one’s status. The
idea is that acquiring and communicating information on one’s social rank is evolutionary
adaptive because it can serve to manage costly conflicts. The argument is based on several
pieces of evidence. First, the body postures and non-verbal communication associated with
shame and pride are very similar to those involving high and low status encounters. Pride and
high  status  non-verbal  postures  are  open  and  expansive  whereas  shame  and  low  status
postures are closed. This applies not only to high vs. low status adult humans, but also to
small children following social success vs. failure and to dominant vs. subordinate non-human
primates.  For  instance,  the  body  posture  associated  with  shame  (head  lowered,  narrow
shoulders) is similar to the appeasement posture of a submissive non-human primate (Gilbert
2016; Steckler and Tracy 2014). Second, there is evidence of implicit associations between
status concepts (such as “dominant” or “admired”) and pride non-verbal displays, which has
been shown even in cultures where pride displays are socially condemned (Tracy et al. 2013).
This implies there is a common unconscious connection between status and pride unlikely to
have been learned.
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Status  is  a  general  construct  that  can  rank  individuals  based  on  different  dimensions,
depending on the group under consideration. Reviews of psychology of status consistently
consider  socioeconomic status/  social  class as one of the key dimensions determining the
experience of social status  (Mattan, Kubota, and Cloutier 2017; Fiske 2010). Moreover, the
work of Kraus and colleagues (see Kraus, Tan, and Tannenbaum 2013; Kraus, Park, and Tan
2017  for reviews) provide support for the idea that social class is, not only experienced in
terms  of  rank,  but  that  it  leads  to  constant  experiences  of  rank  during  everyday  social
encounters.  For  instance,  Kraus  et  al.  2013 and Kraus  et  al.  2017 report  several  studies
showing that one’s social class rank is rapidly and quite accurately signaled and understood.
This implies that people are constantly communicating in an understandable manner to each
other their  respective positions on the “social  ladder” (Kraus, et  al.  2013). As they write:
“individuals  from  both  upper  and  lower  class  backgrounds  regularly  enter  into  social
interactions in which their social class is known, even though it is never explicitly mentioned”
(Kraus et al. 2013 p. 84). In other words, socioeconomic status provides a rank dimension to
everyday social encounters. 

Moreover,  not  only  is  SES  a  pervasive  social  ranking  dimension,  but  it  is  likely  to  be
particularly relevant regarding shame. The reason is that, relative to other social dimensions
that generate stable intergroup hierarchies (such as gender or race), socioeconomic status is
often  considered  to  be  a  changeable  attribute  (Fiske  2010).  To  the  extent  that  people
internalize the idea that responsibility for one’s low SES is attributable to oneself, it is bound
to generate shame.

The connection between low status and shame/ low self esteem is not only theoretical. The
literature on the psychology of social status has documented differences in  experiences of
high vs. low status  individuals that solidify the idea that low SES is associated with self-
esteem and shame threats. First, a meta-analysis of the literature finds that high SES is indeed
associated with higher self-esteem  (Twenge and Campbell 2002). Second, one of the most
consistent findings of this literature is that high social status individuals garner more attention,
are better remembered and are more individuated (see reviews in Fiske 2010; Mattan, Kubota,
and Cloutier 2017). Moreover, high SES individuals themselves seem to pay less attention to
others (Kraus and Keltner 2009). This is consistent with a reliable finding in the literature that
in bilateral exchanges, high status individuals gaze more at their interlocutors when speaking,
but gaze less when being spoken to (Hall et al. 2014). In other words, low status individuals
give more attention but receive less.  Third,  high status individuals  are  the object of high
competence stereotypes. People tend to associate high status individuals with positive traits
such as efficacy,  skill,  creativity,  confidence,  and intelligence (Fiske 2010). Moreover,  the
relation seems to be causal, in the sense that high status leads to perceptions of competence:
manipulating status of target individuals alone elicits judgments of positive competence by
observers. All  these experiences have very obvious implications for self-esteem: obtaining
more attention,  being more individuated and remembered,  and being  presumed  competent
ought to provide an experience of social value and self-esteem to high SES individuals. Low
SES individuals then are constantly exposed to relatively devaluing experiences. Consistently
with these, low SES are more likely than high SES to experience social anxiety (Kraus et al.
2013) and depression (Mossakowski 2015). 

The link between SES and the experience of shame threats has also been forcefully made in
the social policy literature. In an important paper,  Walker et al. 2013, provide intercultural
evidence of the link between poverty  and shame. They examine by means of interviews the
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experiences of poverty of individuals in 8 different countries of very different income levels,
from Norway to Uganda. The poor in these countries have access to vastly different material
resources and standard of living. Yet, they all share a constant social devaluation and shame in
a  variety of  domains  (family,  work,  interaction  with  the  state)  in  their  lives  as  common
denominator. This leads the authors to conclude that shame, is not only associated to poverty,
but that shame lies at its “irreducible absolutist core” (Walker et al. 2013); in other words,
shame defines the experience of poverty.

3.2 Self-esteem and shame as motivators for action

Self-esteem and shame are thought to be powerful motivators for action. The role of self-
esteem for motivating action has been repeatedly emphasized by social psychology scholars.
The pursuit  of self-esteem is  assumed to be so pervasive as to constitute a “fundamental
human  need”  (Crocker  and  Park  2004).  Actually,  such need  is  viewed  by leading  social
psychology scholars as a core assumption in the field (Baumeister 2010), almost an “axiom”
(Crocker  and  Park  2003).  There  is  some  suggestive  evidence  that  people  often  report
preferring a self-esteem boost to other pleasant activities, such as a paycheck, their favorite
food or their favorite sexual activity  (Bushman, Moeller, and Crocker 2011). Shame is also
believed to be a powerful motivator. Due to its target on the global self, shame is believed to
be a very strong and painful emotion that people seek to avoid. Seminal contributions on
theories of achievement motivation focused on pride-seeking and shame-avoidance as drivers
of action  (Atkinson 1957). And once shame is forthcoming, it is difficult to just accept it
(Tracy and Robins 2004), leading people to “bypass” it (Lewis 1971; Lewis 1995); i.e. avoid
actually feeling it in a variety of manners, as we will see below.

One reason why shame and self esteem are powerful motivators for action is that negative
stimuli  that  threaten  shame and self-esteem loss  generate  unusually high levels  of  stress.
Dickerson  and  Kemeny  2004  conduct  a  meta-analysis  of  reactions  to  different  types  of
potential  psychological  stressors,  such  as  cognitive  tasks,  public  speaking  tasks,  noise
exposure, etc. They find that stressors threatening the “social self” (“social value, esteem, and
status”)  generate  particularly  strong  and  long  lasting  biological  reactions  (cortisol  and
adrenocorticotropin hormone changes). In fact, this seems to apply similarly to non-human
primates,  whose  low  ranking  members  also  tend  to  display  heightened  stress  levels  as
measured by activation of the cortisol system (Dickerson and Kemeny 2004, see also Fiske
2010). 

It is then not surprising that low SES individuals do not simply and passively accept the self-
esteem and shame threats they are exposed to. Walker et al. 2013, in their study of poverty
and shame, report the myriad of ways in which the poor they interview attempt to respond to
the diverse shaming situations they encounter.  This echoes the current consensus in  social
psychology  regarding  self-esteem of  disadvantaged  groups.  It  is  now  acknowledged  that
stigmatization and disadvantage generates stress and threats to one’s social identity, but that
the  disadvantaged  “cope”  with  this  by  employing  a  variety  of  strategies  to  protect  and
maintain their self-esteem  (Major and Townsend 2010; Major and O’brien 2005). In what
follows, I consolidate from the literature different broad types of coping strategies.

In sum, the framework proposed here considers that  the life  experience of individuals  of
relatively low SES includes many social encounters with the potential to generate shame and
self-esteem  threat.  This  type  of  encounters  are  highly  stressful.  They  are  particularly
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threatening and frequent for people living in poverty, but apply more generally to people of
relatively low SES. People are highly motivated to cope with the threat involved in these
encounters and they do so in different manners, which I consider below. 

In order  to  illustrate  concretely the  discussion of  coping strategies  below, I  consider  two
hypothetical examples of potentially status-relevant self-esteem-threatening encounters. First,
consider a situation at the unemployment or social assistance office, where an individual in
poverty is requesting benefits. The threat of shame comes when “required to admit to their
poverty in order to access the services or support that they needed [or] it occurred vicariously
simply  because  of  how  they  felt  they  were  treated”  (Walker  2013  p.226).  As  a  second
example,  consider  the  situation  of  boarding  a  plane  through  the  first  class  cabin  by  an
economy class passenger. This situation is explored in a recent article (DeCelles and Norton
2016). This “situational inequality” captures the potential self-esteem threat from low status
since  it  is  “supposed  to  increases  the  salience  of  their  relatively  disadvantaged  status
compared with first class passengers” (p. 5589).

4. Coping

4.1 Coping, appraisals, and emotion

The basis for our coping framework is the transactional model of stress and coping by Richard
Lazarus  and  colleagues  (Lazarus  1966;  Lazarus  and  Folkman  1984;  Lazarus  1991).  This
model considers how an encounter with a stressor unfolds. The model emphasizes the manner
in which the person appraises (i.e. cognitively evaluates) the encounter. The specific way in
which the encounter is  appraised gives rise to a specific emotion. Coping then refers to the
actions undertaken to deal with the situation, and may entail dealing with the emotion, or with
the source of the stressful encounter. 

Lazarus 1991 considers two type of appraisals, which together determine the type of emotions
that ensue from the potentially stressful encounter.  Primary appraisals  assess whether the
encounter is relevant for the self. In order for emotion to occur, the encounter needs to be
appraised as relevant to one’s goals. In our case, the “goal” we are concerned with is the
protection of self-esteem. If the encounter is appraised relevant and counter to one’s goals (i.e.
a self-esteem threat),  negative emotions emerge.  The specific type of emotion that ensues
depends  on  further  appraisal  of  the  situation,  what  Lazarus  called  secondary  appraisals.
These secondary appraisals concern the evaluation of certain features of the encounter, such
as who is to blame or the degree of certainty associated to relevant features of the encounter.
An important pair of emotions for the purposes of this paper are shame and anger. Under this
approach,  anger occurs  when  an  encounter  is  deemed  as  harmful  for  one’s  self-esteem
(primary appraisal) and blamed on others (secondary appraisal). In contrast, when the blame
is attributed to oneself, shame ensues (Lazarus 1991, see also Tracy and Robbins 2004).

4.2 Broad Coping strategies from the literature

Different  strands  of  literature  consider  different  possible  strategies  people  may use  when
coping with harmful stimuli such as self-esteem threat. Although a variety of labels are used,
there is considerable overlap in the broad strategies highlighted by the different literatures.
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A large literature on coping has emerged from the original stress/ appraisal/ coping approach
in Lazarus and Folkman 1984 (see  Folkman and Moskowitz 2004 for a review). Different
types  of  broad coping strategies  have  been conceptualized.  The basic  original  distinction
made  in  Lazarus  and  Folkman  1984  was  between  problem-focused  coping  and  emotion
focused coping.  Problem-focused  coping refers to attempts to address the source of stress
while  emotion-focused  coping addresses  the  negative  emotions  generated  by the  stressful
encounter.  Problem-focused  coping  is  a  relatively  straightforward  concept,  but  how does
emotion-focused  coping  work?  An  important  insight  from  the  stress/  appraisal/  coping
approach  is  that  negative  emotions  can  be  addressed  via  cognitive  appraisals.  Appraisals
determine  emotions,  and  primary  appraisals  determine  whether  an  encounter  generates
emotion  or  not.  The  meaning  of  a  stressful  encounter  can  therefore  be  reappraised  (or
appraised again) as a coping strategy to palliate the negative emotions associated to it. This
coping strategy is  often denoted  meaning-focused coping, a  cognitive strategy where “the
person draws on values, beliefs, and goals to modify the meaning of a stressful transaction”
(Folkman  and Moskowitz 2004, p. 752). Meaning-focused coping may even involve altering
one’s own values in order to avoid strong negative emotions. For instance: “in the face of a
seemingly  intractable  unpleasant  person-environment  relationship,  one  can  also  give  up
cherished personal goals and values so that the encounter is no longer appraised as relevant to
well-being, and it  no longer has the power to evoke strong emotion” (Smith and Lazarus
1990, p. 629).

Another literature that provides useful insights on strategies to cope with self-esteem threat is
the literature on the self-esteem. Although the term coping is usually not used, such literature
has studied how people react to threats  to their  self-esteem, and such reactions constitute
forms of coping. Baumeister, Smart, and Boden (1996) argue that self-esteem threat can lead
either  to  withdrawal  or to  aggression,  a  dichotomy akin  to  the  “fight  or  flight”  possible
reactions to aversive events (Berkowitz 1989). Withdrawal involves the acceptance of the low
evaluation whereas aggression involves rejecting it. Aggression may be “displaced” toward
third parties in order to shore up self-esteem by achieving “symbolic dominance” (Baumeister
et  al.  1996,  p.  11),  a  point  we will  come back  to  below.  In  a  more  recent  contribution,
vanDellen et al. (2011) conduct a meta-analysis of such literature and consolidate the possible
reactions  to  self-esteem  threat  into  three:  “Compensating”,  “Breaking”  or  “Resisting”.
Compensating  and  breaking  essentially  correspond  to  aggression  and  withdrawal  from
Baumeister  and  colleagues,  respectively.  Resisting,  in  turn,  implies  a  host  of  (mostly
cognitive) strategies to ignore the negative feedback or shift attention elsewhere and can be
considered equivalent to “meaning-focused” coping.

The literature on shame has also considered the ways people cope with shame. A prominent
contribution is Nathanson’s 1994 “compass of shame”, (operationalzed in Elison, Lennon, and
Pulos 2006). Nathanson considers that people have at their disposal four types of “script” that
tells them how to deal with potential shame and organizes these scripts as a compass offering
different  directions.  These  different  directions  (or  coping  strategies)  are:  avoidance,
withdrawal, attack self and attack others. Avoidance is a type of meaning-focused strategy, as
it  implies  rejecting  the  negative  message  using  denial  or  distraction.  Attack  Other  is
essentially an aggression coping strategy involving the externalization of shame to try to make
oneself feel better by denigrating others. The emotion associated with this coping strategy is
anger. Finally, Withdrawal and Attack Self involve the internalization and actual experience of
shame.  Withdrawal  implies  reducing  exposure  in  order  protect  the  self,  while  attack  self
involves seeking social acceptance through self denigration.
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Finally, the literature on child development has also considered coping styles in children and
how coping develops over childhood (see Zimmer‐Gembeck and Skinner 2016 for a review).
This  literature  has  emerged  from  the  seminal  coping  literature  mentioned  above,  and
considers coping strategies such as problem-focused or positive reappraisals. In addition, the
literature  often  considers  problematic  childhood  behaviors  that,  while  not  being  denoted
explicitly as coping strategies, are nevertheless considered as (“maladaptive”) responses to
stress. These are “internalizing” and “externalizing” behaviors and essentialy correspond to
aggression  and  withdrawal.  Internalizing  refers  to  behaviors  such  as  social  withdrawal,
anxiety and depression, whereas externalizing behaviors include delinquency and aggressive
behavior (Eisenberg et al. 2001).

4.3 Consolidating major strategies to cope with shame/ self-esteem threat

It is clear that there are strong overlaps and similarities between the different sets of strategies
in the literature. The framework I propose consolidates these strategies focusing specifically
on reactions to status-related self esteem/ shame threats. Figure 1 represents the framework
proposed in this paper and the left side of the figure depicts the stylized coping strategies I
consolidate.

First, I consider problem-focused coping. This implies acting in order to address the source of
the problem. In the case of low SES induced self-esteem threats, the source is the lack of
income and  the  differences  in  economic  status  in  society.  Thus,  problem-focused  coping
implies seeking to improve one’s economic standing and/ or to reduce income inequality. This
corresponds most notably to the assumptions in standard rational choice models where the
objective  is  to  maximize  consumption,  and  hence,  income.  How would  problem-focused
coping look like in the examples of self-esteem threat considered above? For the example of
collecting a social assistance payment, problem-focused coping could imply focusing on the
objective of obtaining the sought benefits promptly and without hassle. This could involve for
instance ignoring potential patronizing or hostile behavior of officials and possibly behaving
in a friendly and humble way to secure their cooperation. For the plane boarding example the
problem-focused reaction is a little far-fetched: it would imply trying to obtain resources that
allow one to enjoy a first class ticket the next time and/ or to support policies that reduce the
differences between first and economy class.

Coping may not  address the source of the problem and focus on addressing the negative
emotion  instead.  This  can  be  done  using  a  cognitive  strategy to  reduce  the  pain  of  the
demeaning signal  by reappraising the signal or its  context.  This  corresponds to  “meaning
focused coping” from the coping literature, or “resisting” from the self-esteem literature, or
“avoidance” from the shame literature.  This is thus a second consolidated coping strategy
which I call  meaning-focused coping. If successful, such coping strategy avoids the noxious
nature of the threat and leads to no emotion. In the case of low SES self  esteem threats,
meaning-focused  coping  entails  reappraising  the  meaning  of  the  threatening  encounter  to
make it irrelevant to one’s self-esteem. For the case of social assistance collection, this could
imply justifying why the clerk may be behaving in a hostile way (“he/ she probably had a bad
day”), or focusing on other aspects of the encounter unrelated to the status-loaded issue of
benefits, (for instance starting a conversation about where he/ she is from). For the plane
boarding example, this could imply thinking that anyway the plane trip might not be so long,
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or that maybe the people in first class are really busy people that need to be working during
the plane trip.

If meaning-focused coping is considered too difficult or is unsuccessful, the devaluing signal
arrives to the self. Two coping strategies are then available:  withdrawal or  aggression. One
may fully internalize the negative signal, fully experience the associated shame, and hide in
order to protect the self-identity. Or one may seek to transform this shame into anger and
shore up one’s self-esteem by means of  turning against someone else. These two options
emerge from the shame, the self-esteem, and the child development  strands of literature, but
can also be derived using the framework in Lazarus 1991. Following the unsuccessful primary
reappraisal,  the negative emotion is not neutralized and the type of reaction depends on a
secondary appraisal. Such secondary appraisal evaluates who is to blame for the failure that
has given rise to the negative signal. If blame is attributed to oneself, then shame is actually
experienced and  withdrawal  is  sought;  if  such  failure  is  blamed  on  others,  anger  and
aggression  ensues.  The  shame-aggression  link  is  indeed  well  established  in  the  shame
literature and acknowledged to be mediated by “other blame” (Tangney, Stuewig, and Mashek
2007);  i.e.  by attributing  blame for  the  shaming  signal  to  others.  For  the  case  of  social
assistance,  withdrawal  coping  would  imply  harboring  thoughts  of  failure,  experiencing
humiliation, and seeking to leave the situation as soon as possible. This may even lead to
avoiding the collection of benefits in the future, as reported for instance in the case study of
Uganda in Walker et al. (2013). Aggression coping would imply harboring thoughts of the
injustice of the situation and anger at the clerk and/ or the society that puts one in such terrible
position. Aggression to the clerk may or may not materialize but might remain latent and
become “displaced” towards other, weaker, targets. For the plane boarding case, withdrawal
coping  would  imply,  again,  experiencing  feelings  of  failure  and  becoming  introvertive.
Aggression coping would imply also experiencing a sense of injustice and anger, possibly
leading to aggression incidents subsequently, such as “air rage”, as reported in DeCelles et al.
(2016).

As all theoretical constructs, these consolidated coping strategies are ideal types. In reality
people are bound to react to self-esteem threat using a combination of these strategies, with
possibly some degree of problem-focused, some degree of meaning-focused, etc. The point is
that  the  distinction  is  useful,  as  I  will  argue  below.  Nevertheless,  there  is  one  specific
combination of strategies worth commenting because it emerges explicitly form the literature
and is potentially useful for understanding political behavior: the combination of withdrawal
and aggression coping. The child development literature and the shame literature suggests that
they often coexist.  There is  evidence that some children have a tendency to display both
internalizing  an  externalizing  behaviors  (Eisenberg  et  al.  2001)  and  that  withdrawal  and
aggression (“attack others”) strategies to cope with shame are correlated (Elison 2006). In the
context of this framework this makes sense. Both aggression and withdrawal coping imply the
inability  to  shake  off  the  devaluing  signal  to  the  self  and  the  consequent  experience  of
negative affect.  Some people may be particularly sensitive to  social  rejection (be high in
“rejection sensitivity”  see  Downey and Feldman 1996) and may thus  have a tendency to
display withdrawal and aggression (Zimmer‐Gembeck and Nesdale 2013). 

5. Coping strategies and the political choices of low SES individuals
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The key argument in this paper is that different types of political behaviors of the low SES
individuals can be linked to the coping strategies discussed above. As we will discuss shortly,
there is  a quite  straightforward mapping from these coping strategies to relevant  political
behaviors of low SES, as shown in figure 1. However, before discussing the links between
specific coping strategies and political choices, it is important to outline how to think about
this link: how does a strategy to cope with self-esteem threat in a specific social encounter
translate in a political behavior? 

The answer to this question has two steps. First, whereas anyone may cope with a particular
self-esteem threat differently depending on the specifics of the situation, individuals tend to
favor a particular form of coping; i.e. to develop a coping style (Nathanson 1994). This coping
style  would  depend on personal  dispositions  as  well  as  the  basic  characteristics  of  one’s
situation. In other words, it need not be constant over the life time, but may change together
with important changes in circumstances. Second, given the ubiquity of SES rank-relevant
social encounters, coping styles have implications for the type of social and political messages
one seeks to embrace and avoid as well the type of social interactions one seeks or avoids.
This in turn shapes political attitudes and thereby political behavior. For instance, as will be
discussed in more detail below, someone with a withdrawal coping style will tend to avoid
political talk, develop less political interest and restricted social networks which will further
limit one’s political knowledge and social pressure to participate politically. The result will
then be a lower likelihood of political participation.

5.1 problem-focused coping and demand for redistribution

The first type of coping strategy, problem-focused, maps naturally to support for traditional
left  wing redistributive political  platforms (see figure 1).  Problem-focused coping implies
maximizing income and reducing income inequality.  Because it is a strategy that involves
rational  income  maximizing,  it  will  typically  be  associated  with  high  levels  of  political
interest.  In  terms of  political  behavior,  for  low SES individuals,  maximizing income and
reducing income inequality involves most clearly supporting redistribution and the parties
basing their platform on it, the traditional left parties. This is the result of standard rational
choice  models  of  demand for  redistribution  where  political  choices  are  based  on income
maximization  (Meltzer  and  Richard  1981),  and  this  result  is  strengthened  if  people  are
considered to display inequality aversion (see Alesina and Giuliano 2009). There is abundant
evidence that income is negatively associated with demand for redistribution  (Alesina and
Giuliano 2009) around the world.  And it  is unsurprisingly well  established that people of
relatively  low  socioeconomic  status  in  Western  countries  are  particularly  prone  vote  for
redistributive leftist parties (Elff 2007).

Voting for a left redistributive platform is certainly not the only income maximizing behavior
of those with low SES, but it is the most plausible income maximizing political behavior, at
least under circumstances where a credible left redistributive party exists. Different literatures
emphasize alternative income maximizing behaviors. One line of argumentation focuses on
individual social mobility. Social Identity Theory (SIT) argues that disadvantaged individuals
may  sometimes  opt  for  individual  mobility  instead  of  collective  action  to  redress  their
disadvantage (Tajfel and Turner 1979). While this is obviously sensible, it begs the question
of  why  individuals  would  not  pursue  both  forms  of  income  “generating”  strategies,  the
individual and the collective/ redistributive, from a strictly income maximization perspective.
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One possible  answer  is  that  the  generalized  “prospects  of  upward  mobility”  can  make a
substantial  share  of  the  poor  prefer  low  taxation  in  anticipation  of  their  higher  income.
Benabou and Ok (2001)  show that,  under certain conditions,  this scenario is possible and
consistent with income maximization and rational expectations.4 However, if the tax system is
highly  progressive,  conditions  for  the  result  to  hold  become  more  and  more  stringent,
particularly for the poorest, and makes this type of explanation empirically implausible. 

Another reason why the poor may rationally restrict demand for redistribution explored by
economists is the belief that government is wasteful or corrupt, or that taxes create negative
incentives (see the basic model in Alesina and Giuliano 2009 following Meltzer and Richard
1981). This evidently reduces the attractiveness of demanding redistribution and could lead
income maximizing poor to support “small government” type of parties. But this typically
applies to middle classes. Unless waste is considered  to be massive, a progressive tax system
will remain attractive to a large share of incomes below the mean. Thus, if a credible left
redistributive party that proposes a progressive system exists, income maximizing poor would
be expected to vote for it.

An alternative income maximizing political choice for low SES individuals could be to vote
for populist right parties for “material” reasons. Low skilled immigration and international
trade may drive down wages for the low skilled in rich countries. Populist far right parties do
mobilize around these topics so voting for these parties could make sense from an income
maximizing perspective. While this may hold for some people, several pieces of evidence in
the literature puts into doubt that a majority of low SES individuals ought to or actually do
vote for populist far right parties for this reason. Existing evidence from labor economics
actually suggests that immigration has little effect on native wages (Peri 2014). Populist far
right  parties  also do not  seem to mobilize on socioeconomic  issues  all  that  much,  rather
attempting  to  direct  the  agenda  towards  identity  issues  (Mudde  2010).  Perhaps  most
importantly, researchers have found that anti-immigration attitudes and far right vote seem to
be driven more by identity/ cultural/ ingroup considerations than by economic considerations.
Researchers have noted that attitudes towards immigration and towards outsourcing (activities
with salient outgroup contact/ dependence component) tend to be more negative than attitudes
towards trade, even if the wage consequences ought to be very similar (Mansfield and Mutz
2013; Card, Dustmann, and Preston 2012). Mansfield et al. 2013 and Card, et al. 2012 also
conclude that attitudes towards outsourcing in the US and towards immigration in Europe,
respectively,  are  driven less  by the  economic  consequences  of  these  phenomena than by
ingroup-outgroup  considerations.5 Another  piece  of  evidence  supporting  this  idea  from a
different angle comes from Schmuck and Matthes (2017). In a US sample, they study the role
of immigration-related ads on immigration attitudes. They find that text-only ads highlighting
economic threat do not lead to anti-immigrant sentiment, whereas cultural threat and image-
based do. They interpret this as suggesting that the rational side of the economic threat of
immigration has little leverage for actual attitudes towards immigrants.6

4 This can happen if there is sufficient inertia in setting policy and if income grows in a specific way (the 
expected transition function is concave). 

5 Moreover, Card, Dustmann, and Preston (2012) find that differences in ingroup-outgroup concerns can 
explain 70% of the difference in immigration attitudes between high and low education individuals. 

6 This is because text-only ads tend to induce “systematic or argument-based processing” (as opposed to 
“affect heuristics” from image based ads). So the “argumentative” side of the potential economic threat of 
immigration has little impact on attitudes.  
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The one electoral choice in addition to left redistributive vote that can be generally income
maximizing is clientelism, a political choice common in developing countries (see  Hicken
2011; Mares and Young 2016 for reviews). A client exchanges his or her vote for money or
other  material  benefits  and  thus  can  be  income  maximizing.  Moreover,  clientelism  is  a
particularly rational choice for the poor because the poor tend to value income more than the
rich and are more willing to give up policy preferences for a clientelistic transfer (Dixit and
Londregan  1996).  There  is  indeed  “uncontested”  evidence  that  income  is  negatively
associated to vote selling  (Stokes et al. 2013; Mares and Young 2016). However, in case a
credible redistributive party exists results are not so clear and even the poor may prefer to
vote for this party as opposed to accept the clientelistic transfer (Pellicer et al. 2017).

In sum, except for possibly clientelism, the most natural income maximizing behavior of the
poor in contexts where a left party offers credible progressive redistribution is to vote for such
party. A key insight of this framework is that problem-focused coping, and thus support for
left wing redistirbutive parties, is just one of the possible strategies that low SES individuals
may follow. To the extent that low SES individuals have a strong need to protect and enhance
their self-esteem, such choice may not be the most sensible one. The pursuit or protection of
one’s self-esteem may be better served in other ways, namely via the other three forms of
coping, each of which is naturally associated to a different type of political choice.

5.2 Meaning-focused coping and non-class-based party support

Meaning-focused coping is associated with a cognitive reappraisal of the stressful encounter
in a way that shields self-esteem. In the case of low status based threats,  this consists of
transforming the meaning of one’s fit in society away from being of “low status” towards
something positive. This can be done in different ways, as argued in Social Identity Theory
and other social psychology theories related to it. The resulting behaviors will primarily lead
to support for non-class based parties, or to be more accurate, to political support based on
non-class considerations (see figure 1).

The first way in which low status people can positively reappraise their fit with society is by
downplaying the  social  status  (or  class)  dimension of  identity,  emphasizing  instead  other
dimensions. This is one of the key tenets of social identity theory (Tajfel and Turner 1979), a
type of “social creativity”. There are several options to disengage one’s identity from one’s
socioeconomic  status.  As  Crocker  and  Park  (2003) have  argued,  individuals  choose  the
domains  in  which  they  will  stake  their  self-esteem,  some  being  linked  to  socieconomic
achievement and some not. For instance,  Crocker and Park (2003) empirically find seven
domains,  with  domains  such  as  “outdoing  others  in  competition”  and  “academic
competency”,  linked to  socioeconomic status,  and others such as “love and support  from
family”,  “virtue”,  and  “God’s  love”  that  are  not.  Staking  one’s  self-esteem  in  domains
unrelated to standard spheres of socioeconomic success can thus shield one from the self-
esteem threats associated with such status. There is indeed evidence that one of the coping
strategies that stigmatized individuals use is to disengage their self-esteem from domains in
which they are negatively stereotyped (see Major and O’Brien 2005).

Some  of  the  non-socioeconomic  identities  that  one  can  adopt  have  the  potential  to  be
politicized and this will typically lead to political choices based on dimensions other than
class. For instance, among the dimensions unrelated to socioeconomic status in Crocker and
Park  2003  list,  religion  is  one  of  the  dimensions  that  has  been  consistently  politicized.
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Religion as a coping strategy has been repeatedly highlighted in the coping literature (see
Folkman and Moskowitz 2004).  Binzel  and Carvalho (2016) explain the raise of Islamist
movements in the Middle East from the 1970s onwards precisely as a coping response to
relative deprivation in the region.  The role  of religion and religious  identity for reducing
redistributive  political  choices  among the  poor  has  also  been  emphasized  (De  La  O and
Rodden 2008; Stegmueller 2013). Other politicized non-class dimensions of identity the poor
may adopt  to  enhance  self-esteem are  nationalism  (Shayo  2009) and  ethnicity  (Horowitz
1985).

Other non-socioeconomic identities are less straightforward to politicize, for instance “love
and  support  from family”  or  domains  that  emphasize  competition  in  non-socioeconomic
domains (being a good sportsperson). In these cases, meaning-focused coping could lead to
political non participation. This is shown in figure 1 as a secondary (dashed) line. I discuss
this in more detail below. 

The second general  way low status individuals  can transform the meaning of threatening
encounters away from the lowness of their status is by reappraising the “system” as legitimate
and focusing attention on the system as opposed to themselves or their group. This implies
embracing ideologies that rationalize social  inequality,  as suggested by theory of “System
Justification” (Jost and Banaji 1994). System Justification theory argues that people have a
fundamental need to legitimize the system in which they live.7 By redirecting attention from
self and group to the system, the system justification motive can be activated, and a status-
relevant encounter can be re-interpreted in a way that reduces the self-esteem threat.  The
plane  boarding  example  of  meaning-focused coping given  above illustrates  this  well:  By
telling oneself  that the first  class passenger has probably important  things to do,  one can
defuse the self esteem threat by legitimizing the unequal situation. 

In terms of political behavior, inequality legitimizing ideologies are also typically associated
with non-class-based party support. Ideologies such as system justification have been linked
to  conservatism in the context of high income countries  (Jost et al.  2003)8.  In developing
countries, this type of ideology can result in  clientelism, particularly of the traditional type.
Traditional clientelistic voting is based on social relations that are explicitly asymmetric in
terms of power and status, but are nevertheless considered legitimate even for those in low
status  positions  (Pellicer  et  al.  2017).9 There  is  indeed  evidence  that  people  with  more
inequality legitimizing values are more likely to vote for clientelistic parties (Pellicer et al.
2017).

Thus  meaning-focused  coping  will  primarily  be  associated  with  non-class-based  political
support.  Either  by  emphasizing  non-class  identities  such  as  religion  or  by  embracing
ideologies that put the system at the forefront, class is made less salient and the self-esteem
7 System Justification Theory has received support from different sources of evidence (Jost, Banaji, and 

Nosek 2004), although it also has its critics (Owuamalam, Rubin, and Spears 2016). 
8 Part of Social Dominance Theory also deals with the legitimization of inequality from the low status side, 

arguing that that myths legitimizing inequality are pervasive in many society and emerge for evolutionary 
reasons, in order to reduce group conflict. One of these myths is that there is a symbiotic relation between 
dominant and subordinate groups (Sidanius and Pratto 2001). This aspect of the theory is consistent with 
meaning-focused coping of the type discussed here. Other parts of Social Dominance Theory emphasize 
more the relatively high status side of dominance. This side rationalizes aggressive attitudes towards 
outgroups and is thus more consistent with aggression coping, which is discussed below.

9 This type of clientelism is not a remnant of the past, but underpins more modern types of clientelism, where 
the party machine “is superimposed upon, and in some ways tributary to, the clientelistic subsystem” 
(Lemarchand 1972, p. 114, see also Archer 1990). 
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threats associated to low SES are avoided. Secondarily, meaning-focused coping could lead to
non-participation.

 

5.3 Withdrawal coping and non-participation

Withdrawal coping aims at avoiding the source of threat in order to reduce exposure and limit
the damage to self-esteem. The archetype of the withdrawal coping person is someone who
has  internalized  inferiority  and  actually  experiences  shame.  Withdrawal  thus  implies
avoidance of contact with social spheres where rank and status are salient. Extreme cases of
withdrawal  can  be  found in  clinical  depression,  which  is  associated  with  social  isolation
(Ojeda 2015) and which can reach in severe cases situations where patients live “like hermits”
to avoid any type of social interaction (Nathanson 1994).

Withdrawal coping maps very clearly into non-participation in politics. Since the rank aspect
of SES is pervasive in social interaction  (Kraus, Tan, and Tannenbaum 2013), withdrawal
implies avoidance of many facets of social life. This includes politics, where power and status
are central. The consequences of withdrawal coping are thus  political disinterest  on the one
hand, and a reduction in everyday social interaction  on the other. The latter in turn lead to
lower political information and lower social pressure to participate politically. Through all
these channels, withdrawal ought to lead to non-participation (figure 1).

The  link  between  withdrawal  coping  and  lack  of  political  participation  fits  into  existing
psychological  perspectives on why people vote and participate  in  politics more generally.
Harder and Krosnick (2008) propose that the likelihood of voting depends on the motivation
to vote, the ability to vote and the difficulty to vote. The withdrawal path to non-participation
deals with  motivation. The motivation to vote is believed to be mainly driven by variables
such  as  social  pressures/  sense  of  civic  duty,  political  interest  and  political  information
(Harder and Krosnick 2008; Gallego 2014; Blais and St‐Vincent 2011). These are precisely
the type of attitudinal variables through which withdrawal coping discourages participation,
as  shown in figure 1.  The relevance of these variables  for political  participation is  fairly
uncontested (Blais and St‐Vincent 2011; Smets and Van Ham 2013; Gerber et al. 2011). There
is even some suggestive evidence that political interest and civic duty mediate the relation
between socioeconomic variables and political participation (Blais and St‐Vincent 2011).10

This  suggests that lack of motivation rather  than ability or difficulty may be the primary
reason for the low propensity to participate of low SES individuals.

There is also direct evidence that the type of people likely to adopt a withdrawal coping style
are less likely to participate politically. Most of the evidence comes from a rapidly growing
literature  on  personality  and  political  participation.  Withdrawal  coping  is  quite
straightforward to link with specific personality traits considered in the literature. Among the
“big 5” personality traits (see Gerber et al. 2011), it makes sense to consider that withdrawal
coping is (negatively) linked to “openness to experience” and to “extraversion”11. There is
evidence that these are the two traits that consistently appear positively related to political

10 Blais and St‐Vincent (2011) find that including political interest and civic duty in a regression of political 
participation on socioeconomic variables, the coefficients of the latter go towards zero and become 
statistically insignificant.

11 Openness to experience is defined as “the breadth, depth, originality, and complexity of an individuals’ 
mental and experiential life” and extraversion as “energetic approach toward the social and material world.” 
(Gerber et al. 2011). 
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participation (Gerber et al. 2011; see also  Mondak et al. 2010; Gallego and Oberski 2012).
Another withdrawal type of personality trait,  shyness, has also been associated to lack of
political participation (Denny and Doyle 2008; Blais and St‐Vincent 2011).12 Furthermore, the
link between withdrawal-type of personality traits and lack of political participation is thought
to be  mediated  by variables such as political interest and the size of the social network, as
depicted in figure 1.13

Another  source  of  evidence  that  supports  the  link  between  withdrawal  coping  and  non-
participation  is  the literature  that  deals  with the political  consequences  of  depression.  As
mentioned  above,  depression  can  be  considered  an  extreme  case  of  withdrawal,  and  is
consistently found to  be negatively linked to  political  participation.  This  applies  both for
depression  as  a  personality  facet  (Gerber  et  al.  2011)  as  well  as  a  state,  i.e.  being  in  a
depressed “mood” (Ojeda 2015). More evidence in this direction comes from the “physiology
of political  participation”  (Gruszczynski et  al.  2013):  people displaying low electrodermal
activity (EDA, based on sweat secretion to stimuli) tend to participate less politically. EDA, in
turn, is a measure of “general predisposition to engagement”, and has been consistently found
to be particularly lower in depressed patients than in comparable healthy subjects (Boucsein
2012).

Withdrawal vs. meaning-focused based non-participation

As shown in figure 1, the framework in this paper predicts two different pathways to political
non-participation,  via withdrawal and via meaning-focsued coping. This implies that there
will be two types of non-participant with different motivations and profiles. The withdrawal
non-participant  is  someone  who  internalizes  inferiority,  experiences  negative  affect,  and
reduces  contact  with  the  social  and political  world.  The  meaning-focused non-participant
successful  reappraises  his/  her  situation  in  the  world  and  does  not  need  to  skew  social
participation. 

This distinction can contribute to recent literature acknowledging the “different faces” of non-
participation  (Amnå and Ekman 2014).  Amnå and Ekman 2014 find different types of non-
participants  in  their  sample  of  Swedish  teenagers.  They  distinguish  between  “standby”
citizens, “disengaged”, and “disillusioned”. The latter have, not only low political interest, but
also low ambitions to participate in the future and low social trust. While the mapping of these
categories  and  withdrawal/  meaning-focused  non  participants  is  not  totally  direct,  the
disillusioned category in Amna and Ekman 2014 may correspond to the “withdrawal” type of
non-participant.

5.4 Aggression coping and support for far right parties

12 Withdrawal-sociability at age 16 is not found to be related to vote by Denny and Doyle (2008). This could be
because the authors control for civic duty in the regressions and this may to a certain extent neutralize the 
role of that personality trait.

13 In particular, openness (shyness) is often positively (negatively) associated to political interest (Mondak et 
al. 2010; Gallego and Oberski 2012; Denny and Doyle 2008; Blais and St‐Vincent 2011), and extraversion 
associated with social network type of variables (Mondak et al. 2010; Gallego and Oberski 2012). Some 
suggestive evidence has been provided to these latter effects indeed mediate the role of personality on 
political participation in what has been called the “mediation hypothesis” (Blais and St‐Vincent 2011; 
Gallego and Oberski 2012).
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Internalized shame can be transformed into aggression to transform the experience of shame
and shore up one’s self-esteem. This is done by blaming others to replace shame by anger.
This maps well onto ideologies that are based on group antagonism such as far right ideology.
(or populism in general,  as will  be argued below). The common denominator of far right
support is considered to be the negative messages and blame attributed to out-groups, namely
immigrants and foreigners (Lucassen and Lubbers 2012; Ivarsflaten 2008).

This  type of  explanation is  common in social  psychology accounts  of  discrimination and
negative attitudes towards minorities. The “Frustration-Aggression” hypothesis (Dollard et al.
1939) argues that aggression is the result of frustration. Vulnerable minorities can serve as
“scapegoats”  for  this  aggression.  A related  concept  that  links  frustration,  aggression,  and
negative  attitudes  towards  minorities  is  the  notion  of  “Relative  Deprivation”.  Relative
deprivation, as used in this literature, involves a “judgment that one is worse off compared to
some  standard  accompanied  by  feelings  of  anger  and  resentment”  (Smith  et  al.  2012).
Individuals feeling “deprived” relative to other groups thus become frustrated and this may
lead to negative attitudes towards vulnerable out-groups  (Pettigrew et al. 2008). Arzheimer
2016, in  his  review of the far right  support  literature,  considers the frustration-aggression
hypothesis as a prominent potential explanation for right support.

There  is  surprisingly  little  comprehensive  evidence  on  the  frustration-aggression/  relative
deprivation  hypotheses  for  far  right  support.14 There  is  some  evidence  on  the  role  of
frustration for far right support and negative attitudes towards immigrants.  Poutvaara and
Steinhardt  (2015),  for  instance,  finds  that  bitterness  is  associated  with  worries  about
immigration. Mols and Jetten (2017) report a negative correlation between happiness and life
satisfaction  and  anti-immigrant  attitudes.  Gest,  Reny,  and  Mayer  (2017)  find  a  robust
correlation between perceived losses in social, political and economic status and support for
the radical right in the US and UK. But the evidence on the role of aggression and anger is
still quite limited (for a recent exception, see Rico, Guinjoan, and Anduiza (2017), discussed
below).  Pettigrew  et  al.  (2008),  in  a   fairly  comprehensive  assessment  of  the  relative
deprivation hypothesis on immigration attitudes show that the effect of relative deprivation on
anti-immigrant prejudice is mediated by other-blaming. 

Given the dearth of direct evidence on the role of frustration/ aggression for far right support,
it is useful to lay out and evaluate the specific channel through which aggression is supposed
to lead to far right support. Arzheimer 2016, in his review of far right support explains the
frustration-aggression  hypothesis  as  a  “purely emotional,  hardly  conscious  scapegoating”.
How is this scapegoating supposed to take place?

14 The frustration-aggression/ relative deprivation hypothesis has often been evaluated by testing the role of 
economic hardship on negative attitudes towards minorities (see the seminal work of Hovland and Sears 
(1940). Mols and Jetten (2017) discusses at length this type of studies, both those that focus on unfavorable 
economic conditions at the aggregate level and those that focus on the individual level. Whereas there is 
quite a robust relation between negative attitudes and individual economic hardship, the relation with 
aggregate hardship is less clear. This type of evidence, however, is not very helpful in evaluating the 
framework in the present paper. The correlation between individual level hardship and negative attitudes 
does not really serve to evaluate our framework, since it actually forms its starting point. Nor is the 
correlation of negative attitudes with aggregate economic conditions or lack thereof helpful. A lack of 
correlation between aggregate hardship and negative attitudes is perfectly consistent with frustration-
aggression and relative deprivation driving negative attitudes towards minorities. As Rooduijn and Burgoon 
(2017) argue, favorable economic conditions may actually enhance the sense of frustration and sense of 
relative deprivation by the worse off.
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The channel that leads aggression as a general coping strategy to “scapegoating” of immigrant
groups is through the notion of displaced aggression. The idea is that sometimes aggression is
directed towards targets other than the one generating frustration (see Berkowitz 1989). The
phenomenon  of  displaced  aggression,  indeed,  appears  empirically  established.  Marcus-
Newhall et al. (2000) conducts a meta-analysis of literature on the topic and shows that there
is overwhelming support for the idea that aggression is sometimes directed towards targets
other  than  the  source  of  the  provocation.  The  rationale  for  such  behavior  may  be  that
displaced aggression restores a sense of control  and self  efficacy  (Leander  and Chartrand
2017).  Aggressing  an  innocent  (but  weak)  target  can  restore  a  sense  of  control  after  a
frustration threatens the self.15 

There is evidence that anger and aggression is “displaced” towards groups with which there is
potential  competition,  such  as  ethnic  outgroups.  Studies  have  found  that  experimentally
inducing anger leads to derogation of out-groups (Dasgupta et al. 2009; Kuppens et al. 2012).
Moreover,  out-group derogation occurs only towards specific types of out-groups,  namely
ethnic out-groups, but not gender out-groups (Kuppens et al. 2012). 

The perspective  of  far  right  support  in  terms  of  aggression  coping can  help  address  two
puzzles  in  the  empirical  literature  on  far  right  support.  First,  one  of  the  most  robust
demographic predictors of far right support is gender. Men are more likely to vote for the far
right,  and  this  difference  is  “huge”  (around  40%).  While  some  explanations  have  been
provided,  this  stylized  fact  remains  an  important  puzzle,  particularly  because  differences
remain  even  after  controlling  for  attitudes  (Arzheimer  2016).  The  aggression  coping
perspective of far right support can help shed light on this puzzle. First, the male breadwinner
model could imply that the shame associated to socioeconomic failure falls particularly on
men. Second, even given the same shame and self-esteem threat, there is ample evidence of a
gender gap in aggression. For given provocation, men tend to react aggressively much more
frequently than women (J. Archer 2004). Interestingly, Kuppens et al. (2012), in their study on
anger and out-group bias, finds that the effect of anger on ethnic derogation is present only for
men, not for women. 

A second puzzle where the aggression coping perspective on far right support can be useful is
on the role of personality differences. In the last years several studies have investigated the
correlation between the “big 5” personality traits and attitudes towards immigration/ far right
support.  Different  studies  have  found that  different  traits  matter.  However,  agreeableness
(positively) and neuroticism (negatively) are commonly found as relevant, sometimes as the
most  relevant  traits  (Gallego  and  Pardos-Prado  2014;  Schoen  and  Schumann  2007;
Zandonella,  and Zeglovits  2012,  Dinesen, Klemmensen, and Nørgaard 2016,  although the
latter only for agreeableness).  The aggression coping perspective can provide a framework
that helps explain the role of  agreeableness and  neuroticism for support for anti-immigrant
attitudes and the far right.  The theoretical model for displaced aggression in  Miller et  al.
(2003) singles  out  these  two  traits  as  particularly  relevant  for  displaced  aggression:
Neuroticism because of its link with hostility, and (low) agreableness because of its link with
antagonism.

Aggression coping and left populism
15 This argument relates to another aspect of Social Creativity as proposed in Tajfel and Turner (1979): the self-

esteem of low status groups can be shored up by targeting social comparisons towards groups of even lower 
status. 
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Immigrants are not the only potential targets of aggression coping. Aggression can also be
targeted towards other outgroups and in particular, high status groups, characterized as the
“elite” or the “rich”. In this way, aggression coping can also lead to support for redistributive
left  parties.  This  is  represented  in  figure  1  as  an  arrow  from aggression  coping  to  left
redistributive  vote.  In  effect,  this  essentially  equates  aggression  coping  with  “populism”.
Populist ideology has been defined as a world view that “considers society to be ultimately
separated  into  two  homogeneous  and  antagonistic  groups,  ‘the  pure  people’ versus  ‘the
corrupt  elite’”  (Mudde  2004).  There  are  left  populist  parties  with  strong  emphasis  on
redistribution and right populist parties with strong emphasis on immigration issues. Populism
does not have an automatic left-right placement (Mudde and Kaltwasser 2017). But from its
very definition, it seems clear that anger and aggression appear at its core.  Rico, Guinjoan,
and Anduiza (2017) indeed find a positive correlation between anger and populist attitudes in
Spain, measuring populist attitudes independently of vote choice, and thus with no clear right-
left placement.

From a displaced aggression point of view, it makes sense to direct aggression towards weak
or  vulnerable  groups,  such  as  immigrants.  What  is  the  social  psychology  rationale  for
directing  aggression  towards  high  status  groups  instead?  The  Stereotype  Content  Theory
(Cuddy, Fiske, and Glick 2008; Fiske 2015) provides a possible answer.  Cuddy, Fiske, and
Glick (2008) argue and show empirically that there are two “universal” dimensions of group
evaluation:  on  competence and  on  warmth.  The  warmth dimension determines  whether  a
given  group is  attributed  positive  or  negative  intentions  towards  the  self  or  the  ingroup.
Groups stereotyped as “not warm” are seen as competing and thus elicit  active harm and
aggression. Both the rich and immigrants are considered as “not warm” (Fiske 2015). Thus,
this theory can form the basis for a microfoundation of populism directed either to elites or to
immigrants using the idea of aggression coping displaced towards “non-warm groups”.  

Applying the  Stereotype  Content  Theory to  the  study of  populism could  yield  additional
useful insights. Immigrants and the rich tend to differ in how they are perceived in the other
dimension  of  evaluation:  “competence”.  The  rich  are  stereotyped  as  high  in  competence
whereas most migrants are stereotyped as low in competence (Cuddy, Fiske, and Glick 2008).
This distinction could be useful for better understanding differences between left and right
populism from the point of view of supporters. For instance, Fiske et  al.  2008 argue that
groups stereotyped as “not-warm” and “non-competent” (immigrants) lead to different types
of behavioral responses than groups stereotyped as “non-warm” but  competent  (the rich).
Both elicit active harm, but the rich would also elicit what Fiske and colleagues denote as
positive  “passive  reactions”,  such  as  “association”  (Fiske  2015,  p.  46).  This  implies,  for
instance, that there may be some positive interaction and attitudes towards the rich in normal
times, but that these turn to aggression in moments of “social breakdown”. Investigating the
hypotheses emerging from these insights could be fruitful for the study of populism.

The arrow in figure 1 from aggression coping to left redistributive support implies that there
are  two pathways  towards  left  redistributive  parties:  via  problem-focused coping and via
aggression coping. This distinction can be important. In the case of problem-focused coping,
support is based on “rational” calculations that emphasize the achievement of redistribution.
In the second case, support is based on anger towards elites, with actual redistribution being
secondary.16 Distinguishing  between  problem-focused  and  aggression  coping  support  for
16 Obviously, this is a stylized distinction that corresponds to two ideal types (of people and of political 

movements/ parties) that will seldom be observed in reality. People supporting redistributive platform may 
do so partly out of anger and partly out of genuine desire for redistribution and the same applies to 
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redistribution  is  relevant  because  of  the  consequences  for  accountability.  Support  for
redistribution based on problem-focused coping will be associated with high levels of demand
for  accountability.  Failure  to  deliver  will  be  punished.  In  contrast,  in  aggression  coping,
accountability is less relevant. Policies inconsistent with redistribution may be forgiven to the
extent that the anti-elitist message continues to be delivered effectively.

Rejection sensitivity, withdrawal and aggression 

Another potentially useful implication of this framework is that withdrawal and aggression
coping are linked. Both strategies imply that the self-esteem threat has reached the self. As
mentioned above, evidence from the shame and the child development literature show that
these  coping  strategies  are  correlated.  People  with  particularly  high  level  of  “rejection
sensitivity” may be particularly prone to pursue both of these strategies, or a mixture of the
two. This has implications for political behavior. It implies a link between non-participation
and  support  for  populism.  This  link  could  take  different  forms.  It  may imply  that  some
individuals (those with high “rejection  sensitivity”) oscillate between these two choices. Or it
could imply that withdrawal non-participants are particularly likely to be sensitive to populist
messages.

In fact, there is some evidence that there is a relation between populism and non-participation.
Akkerman, Mudde, and Zaslove (2014)  tentatively find that populist attitudes are strongest
among  non-voters  than  among  any other  non-populist  party  in  Netherlands.  Ramiro  and
Gomez (2017) find that the populist left party Podemos derived more support from non-voters
than the established left party  IU. And there is also evidence that the massive increase in
support  for  the  German right  populist  party AfD in  the  2017 parliamentary election  was
mostly driven by non-voters. 

6. On the determinants of coping style

What determines whether people of similar SES opt for one coping style as opposed to 
another? I provide some tentative thoughts on this question drawing on the literature. A first 
type of factor that can be relevant is situational: the individual perception of power/ efficacy; 
i.e. the degree to which one believes that one can affect one’s environment. Perceptions of 
power emerge as a relevant factor in different strands of literature. A sense of power makes 
problem-focused coping more likely and directs attention towards emotion-focused coping 
(Smith and Lazarus 1990). Only when one feels sufficiently powerful, will it make sense to 
attempt to cope with the situation with a problem-focused approach. Evidence from survey 
experiments in South Africa is consistent with this idea (Pellicer, Piraino, and Wegner 2017; 
Pellicer, Wegner, and De Juan 2017).17 The role of power also emerges from System 
Justification Theory (Toorn et al. 2015). Powerlessness is thought to activate system 

mobilization strategies and objectives of political parties and movements. The argument here is that people 
and political movements may have different combinations of the two stylized types and that this distinction 
is relevant. 

17 In particular, Pellicer, Piraino, and Wegner (2017)  find that when people believe that high inequality is 
inevitable and nothing can be done about it, they tend to demand less redistribution from the state; and 
Pellicer, Wegner, and De Juan (2017) provide evidence that when they feel more efficacious, they are less 
likely to attribute blame for social problems to the people themselves as opposed to the social or political 
system. 
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justification motives and in so doing reduces the attention towards problem-focused coping. 
This implies that left voting is more likely when low socioeconomic status individuals feel 
powerful. This is consistent with the fact that, in historical moments where this was the case, 
such as after the Industrial Revolution in Europe, or after major wars such as WWI and 
WWII, class-based voting was at its heyday and we observe marked increases in 
redistribution (Scheve and Stasavage 2016). The idea is also consistent with the idea that 
threats framed as coming from globalization and modernization, forces viewed as difficult to 
control, tend to lead to emotion-focused coping and away from left vote.
Powerlessness  also  matters  for  coping  via  aggression  or  withdrawal.  Aggression  vs.
withdrawal is in some sense akin to the biology based “fight or flight” impulse. The fight
impulse is more likely when one perceives oneself powerful enough. Depression, the most
extreme case  of  withdrawal,  is  argued by some to  originate  in  a  sense  of  powerlessness
(Gilbert 2016).

Therefore, I conjecture that lowest levels of power are conducive to withdrawal coping and
non-participation; intermediate levels of power associated to aggression coping and support
with far right parties; and the highest level of power facilitates problem-focused coping in the
form of demand for redistribution and vote for left parties. 

A second type of factors that may affect coping styles are macro-level factors. In a recent
article, Wilkinson and Pickett (2017) argue that the level of inequality affects “status anxiety”.
In more unequal countries, the stress and self-esteem consequences of low status are greater
and this, they argue, can lead to reactions related to withdrawal and aggression. Consistent
with this, they provide evidence on the positive correlation between income inequality and
measures of depression and “self-enhancement” across countries.  

A third type of factor that may be of relevance for coping styles relates to dispositions at the
individual level: narcissism and the level/ stability of self-esteem. This is emphasized by the
social psychology theorists that focus on the self and self-esteem. The literature investigating
the link between self-esteem and aggression argue that traits such as unstable self-esteem and
narcissism makes one more like to react to self-esteem threats with aggression (Bushman et
al.  2009;  Morf  2006;  and  Twenge  and  Campbell  2003  on  displaced  aggression).  Indeed,
narcissism regarding the ingroup (what  has been coined “collective narcissism”, has been
found to correlate with hostile outgroup attitudes (de Zavala et al. 2009).18 

There are therefore a myriad of factors that may affect whether a person adopts one coping
style as opposed to another in a given moment in his/ her life. A detailed investigation of this
is beyond the scope of this paper. What seems clear is that factors at different levels play a
role, including situational factors at the individual and macro levels, as well as dispositional
factors. 

7. Concluding remarks
18 The deeper question of why some people would develop a narcissistic aggressive trait as opposed to another 

one is harder to tackle. On this, it is worth quoting Morf 2006 extensively: “Assuming two individuals 
encounter equally invalidating childhood environments, why does one person deal with it by resorting to 
developing a narcissistic self-concept and strategies but another responds with depressive symptomotology? 
While, at present, we have no precise answers, the outcome most likely results from a complex interplay 
between a child’s temperament and positive/negative affectivity, the objective environmental stressors 
encountered, the parental contingencies experienced, the initial coping strategies tried to get one’s needs 
met, and their relative success”.
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This paper has proposed a framework to study the political behavior of low SES individuals
as coping responses to self-esteem and shame threats. Because shame is inextricably linked
with status and SES is a salient dimension of rank in everyday social interactions, the styles
by which people cope with self-esteem and shame threats can have strong implications on the
social  life,  including political  behavior.  The framework predicts a mapping from different
coping strategies to the type of political choices that low SES individuals tend to undertake:
“problem-focused”,  “meaning-focused”,  withdrawal  and  aggression  coping  map  into  left
redistributive vote, support for non-class-based parties, non-participation, and support for far
right parties. The mapping, however, need not be one-to-one, and other pathways to these
political  behaviors  are  also  considered,  such  as  from  meaning-focused  coping  to  non-
participation and from aggression coping to left redistributive vote. 

The  framework  can  address  an  apparent  puzzle  in  the  political  behavior  of  low  SES
individuals:  why  are  some  of  the  that  low  SES  individuals  undertake  considered  either
harmful for society at large (such as far right vote) or harmful for themselves (such as vote
abstention, or vote for conservative parties)? This framework provides an answer on the basis
of  the  distinction  between  problem-focused  and  emotion-focused  coping.  People  with
relatively low SES face more self-esteem threats that need to be addressed and “coped with”
than well off people. Moreover, they are likely to feel less powerful. Thus, they are more
likely to resort to emotion focused coping. Emotion focused coping is not concerned with
addressing the origin of the problem and thus is should be associated with lower political
interest, lower deliberation, less accountability seeking, and less careful weighting of the costs
and benefits of different policy options. This is not because of personality dispositions or lack
of  cognitive  ability,  but  simply because  they are  exposed  to  constant  stressful  threats  in
everyday interactions that need addressing.

This paper represents just the first step in the development of a coping framework of political
behavior.  Further  research  could  expand  this  research  to  understand  the  determinants  of
coping styles. Such expansion has the potential to accommodate situational factors, such as
power/  efficacy  and  inequality,  as  already  mentioned.  This  is  a  non-trivial  task  for
psychological approaches of political behavior (Jost et al. 2003). A second natural avenue of
further research is to provide more direct empirical evidence of the process linking coping
styles to political behavior. In addition to “testing” the theory, empirical applications of the
framework could include to correlate coping styles and political choices and to estimate the
share of supporters of different parties following a problem-focused as opposed to aggression
coping style.
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Figure 1: Mapping of Coping Strategies to Political Choices


